
Rules for Safe 
Play

BEFORE YOU PLAY…



Lay your things in a proper place
Leave  backpacks, bags, water bottles away 
from  equipment and the area where you're 
playing so that no one trips over them.



Take snacks & water bottles 
out of your hands or 

pockets. 



Don't wear anything with 
lose strings…

untied shoestrings or necklaces can 
get caught on equipment and 

accidentally trip or choke you.



Don’t go in if the gate is closed. 



Wait until the gate is open 
and a CDO/Procter is there    



THEN 
REMEMBER



No pushing or fighting!



STOP! Don't play when equipment
is wet or hot.

Surfaces can be slippery 
or 

can burn you in the 
summer 



No running across the 
walkway



When you slide wait until it’s clear 
before you come down 

Too close  Better 



Slide feet first… 



Not on your knees 



And NOT sideways or backward 



Only one on the slide at a time! 



Not 2! 



Certainly Not 3!



Watch your head 
when you are under the slide 



Use both hands when 
climbing



Don’t go higher or stand on 
the top yellow rung



Enjoy the climb,
but … Don’t jump from the rocks 



Jump with caution!
If you have to jump off equipment, always check 

to make sure no other kids are in the way. 
When you jump, land on both feet with knees 
slightly bent.



Walk, don’t run 



Be sure a teacher, 
CDO/proctor is on playground!



Wait your turn and stand 
behind the lines



Don’t cut across the circles



Stay on the path   



Not too fast or too close



Jumping rope is fun,   



But watch, where you are 
walking  



Keep your eyes on the ball; 
prepare to hit it back or duck. 



Watch out for flying balls 



Remember to take a break. 



Drink lots of water 



Have a healthy snack. 





Fruit is great and easy.    





At the end of day 
Put the ropes, balls and the ball scoops    



back in the rack 



Thank you 
for watching 

and 
play safely.  
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